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at east muchmo obvtidenceoh this

point, thati
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quotatio/which James hasgiver here. The question

4
was

somethgquitedif7rent.
It was whether' the Gentiles need to

be circutized or not.

On the idea that the N.T. has raised the Old to a higher level

and here it is not speaking of a kingdom but a church, and simply
that

bring4%ing out the fact/4 Gentiles are tobe in that church, it

is pretty hard to see what circumcision would have to do with the

'matter. Was James simply quoting a verse and saying, "Here's what

(
'I think you should do. Herets a verse of Scripture", and then peopled /

saying, "All right, James has quoted a verse of Scripture here, his

conclusion must be right". Sometimes people use the Seripture in

that way. We donot feel, .however, that it is honoring to the Lord to

:C do so. God wants us to considbr exactly what the Scripture means.

We can be quite sure that this is what James and the other members of

the Council did. H

Here it is interesting to notice the way in. which James intro

duces his quotation from Amos. /First he refers to their practical
H

experience. He says Peter has dscribed how God visited has already

he Gentiles to take out of them a people for His name. And he refers

back to the story of Peter and Corneiius/ which -Pbtca~~ described in

Acts .... which Peter repeated before the Council in Acts ... andThid1

:H Peter made reference again. Here is a fact that God has taken

Gentiles and received them directly into the kingdom. Now James says 1T

in doing this God is gathering together a people for His name, and to

this agree the words of the Prophets. And then he goes on to quote
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